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Lucci Air Compact Air Purifier in Black/White

DESCRIPTION

Breathe better, sleep better, and feel better with our Lucci Air Compact
portable air purifier. Recommended for rooms up to 11m2 and offering a CARD
(Clean Air Delivery Rate) off 90m3/h.

Air purifiers help remove airborne particles and release clean air back into your
space, helping you live a healthier life. Featuring 3 stage HEPA filters, Lucci Air
Portable Air Purifiers help remove pollutants and allergens, including dust,
pollen, mould spores, smoke, odours, pet dander, bacteria and more. 

The pre-filter is the first line of defence, capturing larger particles like pet hair
and dust before they reach the primary filters.

The active carbon filter helps remove harmful gases such as smoke and
cooking odours.

The super-efficient, hospital-grade HEPA filter is at the heart of all Lucci Air
Portable Air Purifiers. Containing a fine mesh of fibreglass that captures
99.95% of harmful particles down to 0.3 microns. So, it's nearly impossible for
pollen, mould spores or bacteria to escape.

CONVENIENT FEATURES OF OUR AIR PURIFIERS

We've added a range of features to make using our Lucci Air portable air
purifiers easy and convenient.

3 SPEED SETTINGS 

For optimum air circulation during different times of the day and night.

TIMERS

With built-in control timers, your Lucci Air portable air purifiers can
automatically switch off after 2, 4 or 8 hours. 

AUTO FUNCTIONS 

Want to set and forget? The Lucci Air Maxi air purifier comes with an auto
setting that sensors the air quality in your space and adjusts its speed
accordingly. 

LOW NOISE LEVELS 

Even at the highest fan setting, our air purifiers operate at a lower noise level,
making them an excellent choice for quiet rooms like bedrooms. Our Lucci Air
Maxi and Volume models also feature a sleep mode that reduces fan speed
and noise for a better night's rest.

REPLACEABLE FILTERS

All our Lucci Air air purifiers come with replaceable filters. Depending on the
air quality where you live, and to ensure optimal performance, we recommend
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filters are changed every six to eight months to ensure that you're always
breathing the cleanest air possible.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

Please see below some of our most frequent Air Purifier Questions & Answers.

What is an air purifier?

An air purifier is a device that has been designed to clean and filter the air in
your home, removing any contaminants, pollen, dust, and other particles.

What is CADR?

CADR or CLEAN AIR DELIVERY RATE is the volume of air that an air purifier can
filter in one hour. Our Maxi model offers a CADR of 400m3/h, which is perfect
for large areas like the living room, while our Volume and Compact models
offer a CADR of 130m3/h and 90m3/h, respectively which are suitable for
smaller spaces like bedrooms and studies.

How much space will an air purifier cover?

The Clean Air Delivery Rate (CADR) identifies the volume of air that an air
purifier can clean in an hour. 

Compact recommended room size 11m2

Volume recommended room size 16m2

Maxi recommended room size 50m2

What are the different types of air filters?

Our air purifiers feature High-Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) 13 filters. These
are very efficient hospital-grade HEPA filters that capture around 99.95% of
harmful particles in the air.

Do air purifiers help with dust?

Air purifiers are a great tool for removing dust from your home. The pre-filter
on our air purifiers is the first line of defence for capturing large particles, such
as pet hair and dust, before reaching the primary filter.

Do air purifiers help with pet hair?

Our air purifiers are capable of removing 99.95% of harmful particles in the air
throughout your space, including pet hair. The pre-filter in our air purifiers
captures pet hair before it makes it way to the main filter.

Do air purifiers help with allergies?

Air purifiers are designed to help you live a healthier life by removing
pollutants and allergens from the home, such as dust, pollen, mould spores,
smoke, pet hair, bacteria, and more.

When should I run my air purifier?

Air purifiers are great devices to have around the home, and we recommend
using them whenever a space is occupied. They are very versatile and can be
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used in the home office, bedrooms, dining room, and living room. To keep your
home clean, our range of air purifiers have timers and auto functions to allow
you to schedule when the purifiers will turn on and off. 

Click here for installation instructions.

SPECIFICATIONS

SKU 213080
Manufacturer Lucci Air
Weight (kg) 2.300000
Airflow 90m³/hour
Suitability Indoor Only
Reversible No
Globe Included No
Globe Quantity 0
Voltage 240V
Fan Motor Wattage 35
Decibels 0
Rpm 0
Height (mm) 402
Depth (mm) 0
Width (mm) 195
Double Insulated No
Light Location Indoor Use Only
Colour White
Style Modern
Room Type Bedroom, Dining Room, Kitchen, Living Room
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